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ABSTRACT
Worldwide, voice user interfaces (voice UIs) are on the rise by being integrated in smartphones, computers, smart home devices and many more consumer goods. Although users praise the possibilities certain functions offer, many users show reservations when it comes to using speech assistants regularly in daily life.

A research and conception project at the strategic design agency designaffairs in Munich demonstrates that users especially praise devices with voice UIs for the functionality they offer, such as music or smart home appliances. Reasons for disliking or not using voice systems are mostly problems with speech recognition and limited functionality. Based on the insights from user research, important factors for the development of a voice UI concept are identified in a workshop with subject matter experts (SMEs). The focus is set on user interaction and dialog design. These factors are validated with users by conducting a conjoint analysis. Here, users prefer gesture input as activation method and the dialog behavior to consist of no humor and no answer variety. A software prototype with this dialog behavior is developed in order to test it with real users in a user test. Although the prototype is rated better than other devices on the market, users’ comments indicate that the dialog behavior is not considered ideal for all users. Some users view their voice UI rather as a neutral assistant which should therefore be efficient, brief and concise in answering requests. By contrast, other users wish for a friendly companion which is assisting in a human-like, sympathetic way. Thus, developing one speech assistant appropriate for all users calls for the possibility to customize certain features, such as dialog behavior.

The project results show that a user centered design approach is helpful in developing usable products. Further concept improvement must be made especially in the field of speech recognition & processing.
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1. Introduction

The number of people using voice user interfaces (voice UIs) is on the rise, especially in the USA where the possession of a speech assistant with smart home integration increased by 14% in only 6 months from January to August 2018 [1]. In comparison to the US market, speech assistants are still less common in Germany [2], but a growth in market share can be observed worldwide [3]. Especially the younger target group (18–39 years) views voice UIs as useful for information services, media consumption, smart home appliances or future use cases such as learning languages [4]. In particular, home appliances with voice integration are viewed as useful, show a good usability and a positive user experience [5]. Here, the degree of usage is dependent on the system’s main usage scenarios and use cases [6]. These are either driven by daily routines, such as listening to the daily news podcast while getting dressed in the morning, or situation driven, e.g. looking for a cooking recipe or setting a timer. While smart home devices with voice UIs are location-bound and therefore mainly used stationary, voice UIs in mobile devices, such as Google assistant, Siri or Bixby are also used on the go (ibid.). According to Cohen et al., ”a voice user interface […] is what a person interacts with when communicating with a spoken language application.” [7, p. 5]. As for speech assistants such as Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant or Siri (among others), the voice UI is integrated into a device and the user interacts using voice commands directly addressed to the device. The system processes the user’s speech input in order to return an answer which fulfills the intent formulated by the user. What makes the design of voice UIs challenging is the auditory modality: once an information is given, it is gone and not kept present as for a visual interface where the information in form of text or images stays available [7]. Also, the pace of the interaction is driven by the system. The user experience is mainly based on the perception of the voice, the
An initial research phase with surveys was undertaken to gain first insights on voice UIs, the users’ behavior with voice assistants, as well as needs and wishes. Based on the knowledge gained in this phase, a focus was set on two opportunity areas: interaction and dialog design of voice UIs. In a Design Thinking workshop [11], ideas were generated of how to improve the interaction with the system and how to form a natural dialog between human and machine. These concept ideas were then further refined: By conducting a conjoint analysis, the users’ preferences for dialog design and activation method of the assistant were explored and used for concept detailing. Based on the preceding findings, a software prototype of a voice assistant was developed containing two skills. Finally, a user test was conducted testing these two skills and rating the prototype in order to identify which final concepts should be focused on in later realization phases.

2. Methodology & Results

2.1 Initial Research

2.1.1 Methodology. Following the user centered design approach, the project started with gaining user insights regarding the usage of voice assistants to utilize this understanding for further concept development and testing [12]. For the initial research, the goal was to find out which voice assistants are currently used the most, which are the main pain and gain points and where users see room for improvement. Therefore, a questionnaire was conducted with 35 employees of the company designaffairs Munich (16 female, 17 male, 2 diverse), mean age $M = 37$ years ($SD = 19$ years). The questionnaire contained mainly open questions as well as standardized questionnaire elements like the “subjective assessment of speech system interfaces” (SASSI [13]). With this mixture of qualitative and quantitative data it could be guaranteed that not only numeric data such as frequency of usage of voice assistants and tendencies in technical affinity are uncovered, but also the reasons for these circumstances. Especially the “why” is crucial for creating concepts and designs which really meet the users’ needs and are superior. Furthermore, user behaviors and patterns can be revealed and an understanding of user wishes regarding a product or system is created [14].

The questionnaire had the following structure: starting with the subjects’ demographic data, next the technical affinity was queried with three chosen items regarding the willingness and motivation to use more technical products [15]. Afterwards, the subjects were asked to state if they possess a specific voice assistant and to rate how often they use the following voice assistants present on the market on a six-point scale varying from daily up to never: Siri (iPhone), Alexa (Amazon Echo), Google Home, Windows Cortana, Bixby (Samsung) and cars with voice assistance. For each of these evaluations the subjects had the chance to name a top and flop feature and to give a reason if a particular voice assistant was never used. Also, the participants could add feedback on further voice assistants which had not been

informational content and associations linked to the speech output because it is the main touchpoint with the system. Its characteristics such as voice, intonation, pace, dialog flow, used phrases/wording and ultimately the personality it shows through these factors play the main part in shaping the user experience of the system [7].

Currently, voice assistants are gaining more and more relevance in the industrial context: Voice assistant dialogs are developed for manufacturing practices, such as teaching robots via voice control [8]. Also, in the medical sector it is likely that voice assistants will generate impact [9].

Despite all the functions and possibilities voice UIs offer, only about half of the German users see a real benefit in using speech assistants [4]. Reasons for this are the predominating concerns about data security, reservations against talking to a machine and not knowing for what to use the devices [10]. Another reason for reservations against using voice UIs is the special communication style required for addressing the system: users have to reduce their talking pace and consider how to formulate their intent so that the assistant will understand the input [6].

Hence, it can be observed that there is a certain tension field of acknowledging the potential of voice UIs while at the same time still having concerns to use them in daily life. Even more, voice assistants will be integrated in more and more usage contexts such as the working area. Thus, the systems need to be designed in a way in which working efficiency and productivity won’t decrease when applying this technology. In order to target these challenges and to explore opportunities for improving voice UIs, a user research and conception project was set up with a German speaking sample comprising 5 phases: initial research, conception, concept evaluation, prototyping and user testing (Figure 1).

The voice UIs or speech assistants considered in this article use speech as main interaction medium, which means that devices with other interaction possibilities such as typing commands or receiving the system’s response on a display are out of the project scope.
already considered by the questionnaire. Then, the participants should evaluate which of the mentioned devices they use the most and describe it with three positive and negative aspect and features. Additionally, they should give feedback on which functions they used the most. The next set of questions taken from the SASSI [13] should assess their mostly used voice assistant regarding learnability, pleasure, amount of concentration needed and an overall evaluation. For this, a four-point scale was used varying from “I strongly disagree” to “I strongly agree”. Then, the participants should mention which three functionalities they would like to use with the voice UI in the future.

Statistical data analysis was conducted using MS Excel. Qualitative data, such as stated positive and negative features, were clustered via card sorting by two subject matter experts (SMEs, background in usability engineering and psychology). Then, identified clusters were double checked for face validity by another SME.

2.1.2 Results. Analysis showed that Siri is the voice assistant possessed the most frequently (n = 25) in the sample followed by Alexa (n = 17) and Cortana (n = 16). The least possessed voice devices were Bixby (n = 5) and Google (n = 4), see Figure 2.

Data analysis shows that there is almost no moderate usage of voice assistants. Mainly, the subjects state to use a voice assistant either daily or never. This reveals that voice assistants polarize in this sample regarding the usage frequency and overall usage which is matching with previous studies [4]. Analyzing the SASSI Score for every voice assistant indicates that the car is rated best followed by Alexa and Siri (Figure 3). Here, small sample size should be considered especially for the rating of Car, Bixby and Others. Nevertheless, the good rating of the car could imply that voice UIs are better usable in special, clearly defined contexts such as in-car navigation, where also the design of the dialogs is kept short and simple [16].

In total, the sample showed a mean technical affinity of M = 3.86 (SD = 1.03). The mean score for technical affinity for male participants was M = 4.44 (SD = .81) which is very high, considering a maximum value for technical affinity of 5.0. For female subjects the score was M = 3.25 (SD = 1.0). There is a significant difference in technical affinity between men and women in this sample (t(30.42) = -3.43, p < .005). Also, subjects with a higher technical affinity rated their device better in the SASSI (t(27) = -2.438, p < .05). For analyzing this, a two-level categorical variable was created for technical affinity by median split (M = 3.86; median = 4): subjects with a score of 4 and less were assigned to the group “low”, subjects with a technical affinity of > 4 were assigned to “high”. Also descriptive data shows a tendency that higher technical affinity is connected to possessing more different devices with voice UIs.

Figure 2. Number of voice UI systems in possession.

The most frequently used voice assistant in this sample is Alexa. N = 9 subjects stated that they use Alexa daily. The second most frequently used voice assistant is Google: n = 4 subjects said to use it daily. Although Siri is the device which is possessed the most, it is also used the least frequently: N = 15 subjects stated that they never use Siri, n = 10 reported to just use it rarely. Reasons mentioned for this were that Siri is not considered as useful, it doesn’t perform well and it is not efficient to use (see also later).

Cortana as part of Windows laptops is owned by n = 16 subjects, but no one indicates that (s)he uses this voice assistant at all. Reasons for this circumstance were given and were for almost all subjects the same: The subjects do not want to give commands to their computer in the work environment. Also, subjects don’t see an additional value in using Cortana for work related tasks.

Users were asked to state positive and negative aspects and features for each of the rated voice assistants. The most positive and negative ones were given for Siri and Alexa which were also the devices mostly possessed in the sample. Overall, the number of positive and negative aspects was quite equal per each device. For no device there were clearly more positive or more negative statements made. Positive aspects stated for the devices were mainly specific functions: listening to music, smart home, weather information and countdown or timer. Negative aspects focused on the interaction with the voice assistant: speech recognition, starting the assistant and naturalness of dialog. Also, the limited functionality was stated.

Figure 3. Mean SASSI score per device.
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Regarding the most frequently used voice assistant three positive and negative feature clusters could be identified (Table 1). They match well to the overall evaluation of voice assistants: One cluster was about specific functions, such as music, smart home, entertainment and calendar or reminder functions. The second cluster concerned the interaction. Participants mentioned the ease of use, comfort, efficiency or being practical as positive features of voice assistants. The third cluster formed positive emotion about voice assistants such as being cool, interesting and innovative.

Table 1. Positive and negative features mentioned for voice UIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>positive features</th>
<th>number of mentions</th>
<th>negative features</th>
<th>number of mentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific functions</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Speech recognition &amp;</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>dialog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Trust and security</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive emotion</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>System and functionality</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Σ</td>
<td></td>
<td>Σ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first negative cluster, and most important for the participants, was speech recognition and dialog. Many subjects complained about poor speech recognition and the communication itself being not natural enough yet. The second cluster focused on functionality and system such as poor functionality and the compatibility with other devices. The third cluster identified was security and trust, such as data security concerns and talking in public to the voice assistant.

Regarding the most frequently used voice assistant, participants should also state which functions or skills they mostly use. The most frequently used function is Music (n = 16) followed by setting a countdown (n = 7) and retrieving weather information (n = 6). Other used functions focus on communication (like sending & reading out messages, calling other persons), smart home (light control & smart home) and organizational tasks (e.g. asking for time, setting a reminder or appointment).

Considering new functions and useful skills for voice UIs the following were mentioned: N = 7 new functions were stated by the subjects. They varied from concrete functions such as answering medical questions or reading out loud recipes to vague ideas such as a Xbox skill. The rest of the mentioned new functions concentrated on system control (n = 9), improving existing functions (n = 6), the speech recognition and dialog (n = 5), and personalization and configuration (n = 4). For the existing functions, subjects wished for a better Spotify connection or good radio functionality. Regarding the system’s control, statements were about being able to have the complete control over all systems but wishing for a learning system and wireless usage. For the speech recognition and dialog, the participants desired a better speech recognition in general but also being able to have more natural and complex conversations as well as context-free commands. For the cluster personalization and configuration, functions like an avatar and an artificial intelligence with personality were requested.

2.2 Conception

After analyzing the collected data from the initial research phase, prototype concepts for a voice UI were developed in a one-day design-thinking workshop. The focus was set on improving the interaction and the dialog flow between user and system since this topic outnumbered the other aspects that caused negative feedback. At the end of the workshop with 4 SMEs (background in usability engineering, interface design and psychology), a list of 10 requirements for a speech assistant was developed (Table 2).

Table 2. List of requirements for a device with voice UI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Brand</td>
<td>Apple, Amazon, NoName...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Price</td>
<td>80€, 100€, 120€...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Microphone muting</td>
<td>via button, none...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Humor / empathy</td>
<td>No humor, medium, very funny...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Voice</td>
<td>Male, female, robot-like, human...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Answer variety</td>
<td>None, always using different expressions, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Answer length</td>
<td>Short, medium, long...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Language style</td>
<td>Colloquial, formal, dialect, accent...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Activation method</td>
<td>Gesture, button, speech etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Device</td>
<td>Smartphone, smart home device, laptop...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three factors with the highest potential to improve the voice UIs were chosen to be further examined by dot-rating: (9.) activation method of the speech assistant, (4.) level of humor or empathy, and (6.) answer variety. Each of the selected factors were specified with three factor levels, respectively (see Table 3).

2.3 Conception Evaluation—Conjoint Analysis

2.3.1 Methodology. A rating-based traditional conjoint analysis [17] was conducted to find out which factor was the most
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important in influencing the rating and which combination of factor levels (e.g. gesture activation—medium humor—high answer variety) was the most desirable for the respondents. The advantage of using conjoint analysis is that the participants are not explicitly asked for the most important factor but instead it reveals the users’ latent preferences which they normally do not articulate directly to the observer. Compared to other approaches, this analysis method avoids leading and influencing the users to ensure that they give feedback which reflects their real intent and preferences. Especially for developing innovative products and services this is crucial [18].

Table 3. Factors for conjoint analysis and the respective factor levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation method</td>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>Tapping/ clicking a button</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor/ empathy</td>
<td>None: neutral formulation</td>
<td>Medium: giving subjective</td>
<td>High: giving subjective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>evaluations</td>
<td>evaluations with slightly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>humoristic elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer variety</td>
<td>None: always giving the exact</td>
<td>Medium: using small variations</td>
<td>High: using strongly different</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>same answer to the same request</td>
<td>in wording to answer the same</td>
<td>syntax, words and phrases for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>request</td>
<td>answering the same request</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An orthogonal experimental design with 8 stimuli (or factor combinations) was created from the original full factorial design with 27 stimuli by using the R software [19] with the R package “Conjoint” [20]. Together with 2 initial training stimuli these were then presented to a sample of 21 designaffairs employees in an online-survey (14 male, 6 female, 1 diverse; average age 35 years, SD = 6 years). After reading a general description of the survey and giving demographic data, participants received a scenario description and an instruction for the following stimulus rating. Each stimulus was presented with an image of the activation method of the system, a textual description of the level of answer variety, and an audio output with the system’s response showing different levels of humor. After ticking a box that they had listened to the audio file, participants were asked to rate the stimuli on a scale from 1 to 10 for desirability. Two participants had to be excluded from data analysis because their answering times were too short to have listened to all audio files.

2.3.2 Results. The conjoint analysis showed that the humor/empathy level was the most important factor, followed by the activation method and the answer variety (Table 4). The most desirable factor combination was gesture activation with no humor/empathy and no answer variety. The linear regression model calculated was significant (F(6, 145) = 2.494, p < .05). However, the adjusted R-squared with a value of $r^2 = .06$ can be considered very low. The analysis computed a regression model for each of the 21 participants first and then aggregated the single models over the whole sample. Therefore, it is plausible that differences between individuals cause most of the variance in rating, as is typical for this kind of conjoint analysis [21].

Table 4. Results of conjoint analysis: factor importance & partworth utilities for factor levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Factor importance [%]</th>
<th>Factor Level</th>
<th>Partworth utility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Activation method</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>Gesture</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humor/ empathy</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>Speech</td>
<td>-.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Button</td>
<td>-.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answer variety</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>-.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Prototyping

Based on the findings of the preceding phases, a software prototype was created with the software Dialogflow [22], a tool provided by Google to implement voice UIs based on natural language processing (NLP). For the design of the system prompts the optimal dialog behavior identified in the conjoint analysis was used: no humor/empathy and no answer variety. The prototype contained two skills (Figure 4): (1) a weather information service providing the weather forecast for a certain location, (2) a concert organizer skill giving concert suggestions for a certain music genre with the option to then purchase the ticket for the selected event. For each skill possible trigger words expressed by the user and the respective systems answer were stored in the dialogflow data base in advance. Since the users preferred no humor and empathy the pre-defined system answers were formulated in a short and fact-based manner. When the user articulated a trigger word, the respective system answer was issued. With the NLP of dialogflow also similar expressions to the trigger words activated the system answers.
2.5 User Testing

2.5.1 Methodology. The prototype’s two skills were evaluated in a 20-minute user test at the Usability lab of designaffairs office in Munich. The subjects were instructed to interact normally with the voice UI which was started on a laptop using also the laptop’s microphone and speaker. In order to focus on a natural dialog between the user and the system, users did not have to activate the voice assistant each time, but the test manager ensured that the system was ready for speech in- and output. First, users were asked to test the weather skill by asking for the forecast of two locations. Then, they were instructed to plan their concert visit at the weekend with the voice assistant. After testing the two skills, users answered a questionnaire on demographic data and then rated the prototype with the SASSI [13]. Also, users rated answer length, naturalness of the dialog, level of humor, and probability of using the system on a 4-point Likert scale and were asked to mention positive and negative aspects of the dialog.

In total, 15 participants (7 female, 8 male) with a mean age of M = 35 years (SD = 5 years) participated in the user test. All of them were employees of designaffairs Munich.

2.5.2 Results. Overall, users rated the tested prototype better than the devices in the first survey: the mean SASSI score in the first survey over all devices with a value of M = 2.76 was surpassed by the mean of M = 3.33 for the developed prototype in the user test, a score of 4 being the maximum (SD = .42 & SD = .54, respectively; t(22) = 3.60, p < 0.01). Users stated to be pleased with the answer length (M = 3.6, SD = .88) and that they would like to use the dialog behavior in their device (M = 3.7, SD = .85). Rating for naturalness of dialog (M = 2.5, SD = 1.15) and degree of humor (M = 2.3, SD = .94) polarized when looking at the users’ comments (Table 5).

Table 5. Positive and negative comments on the prototype’s dialog behavior by users during the user test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive comments</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Neutrality</th>
<th>Humor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(“it’s fast”, “really efficient”)</td>
<td>(“neutral is nice”,”I like the scarcity”, “it’s good and simple”)</td>
<td>(“too neutral”, “a bit more funny would be nice”)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Negative comments

- Friendliness
  - (“not charming”, “it could be more friendly”, “not very polite”)
- Machine-like character
  - (“it’s not authentic”, “I miss some human warmth”)

3. Summary & discussion

The initial research phase provided valuable insights on user behavior with voice UIs. Speech assistants in the sample were either used never, seldomly or regularly with daily periodicity. The best rated voice UI was the in-car system, followed by Alexa, Siri and Google. Users especially valued the functionality and ease of interaction voice UIs offer, whereas the speech recognition as well as trust and security were the strongest pain points. Future wishes to the system were more reliability, a better speech recognition, personalization and certain new functions. The conjoint analysis revealed that the factor humor/empathy was more important to the users than the answer length and the activation method. Users in this survey preferred a system activation via gesture and a rather machine-like dialog where the assistant showed little answer variety and a low level of humor and empathy. However, many users confronted with the corresponding dialog behavior during the user test stated the system to be too neutral, lacking authenticity, friendliness and sympathy. Thus, it can be summarized that the demands on the ideal level of humor/empathy polarize: on the one extreme, users wish for a personal, empathic friend-like assistant. On the other extreme, users prefer a neutral task-oriented assistant.

One finding which came as a surprise to the SMEs in the conjoint analysis was the preference of a gesture as activation method. The main advantage of voice UIs is them being "hands-free, eyes-free" [7, p. 11]. This advantage is weakened if a gesture activation of the system is implemented which again most probably needs involvement of hands—as for the activation via tapping a button on a wearable. In addition, the recognition of the gesture would require the installation of sensors or a camera which would in turn raise questions about privacy and data security (as for the microphone of Amazon’s Alexa and the uncertainty if it records and stores user data [23]). Considering these limitations, voice activation may remain the most practicable option if hands-free activation is a key requirement for the system.

During the user test, it could be observed that users already show learned behavior towards voice UIs and have adopted a certain interaction style. Even though they were not instructed to do so, some participants used key words or called the prototype’s name each time when addressing the speech assistant. Others took some consideration time to mentally pre-formulate their prompts before stating them out loud to the voice UI. This demonstrates that many users expect natural language not to be understood by the system so that they adapt specific communication strategies—as could also be observed in previous studies [6, 10]. Another observation made by the SMEs during the user tests was that participants showed some hesitation or uncertainty when talking...
to a voice UI in front of the test manager. They were hesitant in starting to talk to the speech assistant, took more time in searching for the right words and reformulated their sentences more often as opposed to talking to the test manager. This indicates that talking to a machine is not a completely natural act yet and that resistance and anxiety concerning human-machine communication should be reduced.

Overall, the presented research implies that different functions of voice UIs are used in various contexts and users have different wishes and demands to the ideal voice UI or speech assistant. So, in order to create the perfect voice assistant for all types of users, customization is a key requirement. Having a learning system which refines its character during usage in order to fit to the user’s dialog preferences would be one solution for this. Also, allowing users to adjust certain characteristics of their voice UI, such as answer variety or level of humor or empathy, could increase the fit between human and machine. Knott & Kortum [24] already demonstrated that building a personal relationship to a voice UI increases the probability of interacting with it. For example, users interacted more and gave more specific information when a voice UI introduced itself by name opposed to giving no initial introduction (ibid.). Even more, the system should be context sensitive: by detecting the user’s tone of voice it could adapt its behavior to the current situation and mood of the user—just as we change our behavior when we realize that our counterpart is stressed or in a hurry.

Regarding the sampling, a heterogenous sample composition could be achieved in terms of gender, but not for age nor technical affinity. Nonetheless, the results of the initial research phase fit quite well to the findings of other studies regarding often used features and pain points [6, 1, 4]. This indicates a good representativity of the sample. However, future research should also target interaction behavior with voice UIs in other age groups as were assessed in this study, such as the millennials or the elderly. Swoboda et al. [25] for example show that voice UIs hold high potential for the elderly, especially to assist people with visual impairment or movement disabilities in the hands (e.g. due to arthritis or Parkinson disease).

The conjoint analysis was successful in revealing the preferences of the users for the examined three factors. However, it would have been interesting to include further aspects of voice UIs in the analysis, such as gender of voice, speaking pace, physical design of the device, price, and many more as identified throughout the Design Thinking workshop (Table 2).

One limitation to the user testing phase of this study was mistakes in the system’s speech recognition, such as incorrectly identified text input. By using the already quite powerful NLP tool “dialogflow” by Google, failures of the system were kept low, but did happen so that users sometimes had to repeat commands. In this study, users mainly attributed these mistakes to the prototype status of the system. However, failing voice recognition or misinterpretation of the users’ prompt has been identified as a major issue creating user frustration and negative user experience in other studies with devices which are already on the market [6, 26].

Linked to this is the issue of devices still showing a better usability for native speakers of the set language than for people speaking with accent [27]. However, it has become common that several languages are being spoken in one household by people of different nationalities, as is also the case for the participants of this study. Thus, the recognition and processing of different languages and accents must be enhanced. The aim is to enhance a natural conversation with authentic, spontaneous and natural speech between the human and the machine. So overall, further technical improvement in language processing is a key requirement for improving usability and user experience of voice UIs.

4. Conclusion & future work

In this study, valuable insights from user research could be retrieved on which voice UI devices are used how frequently, which functions are used mostly, and what users like and dislike about their devices. The conjoint analysis gave an indication for the desired interaction style of voice UIs. However, the final user test demonstrated that the implemented dialog behavior was not ideal for all users which is why future systems call for customization.

In conclusion, further technical development must take place to ensure a more reliable speech recognition and functioning dialog. Here, building useful skills which map the whole workflow of a task from beginning to end with one single device should better meet the user’s need (e.g. asking for concerts up to ordering the ticket). This requires a better connectivity of the systems involved: a seamless interaction and data transmission must be achieved without menacing the user’s privacy or raising concerns of data security.

To make full use of their potential, voice UIs should be integrated in contexts where their main benefit of being hands- and eyes-free can be fully utilized. This is whenever a task requires manual activity which cannot be interrupted that easily, such as in the car or in the medical operation theater. Also a future integration of voice UIs in virtual/augmented or mixed reality seems a reasonable use case.
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